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n 18th December, the Expert Group on Commercial 
Communications will meet in Brussels to try and agree an 
Opinion on discount sales promotions in .the European 

Union. The first two meetings on discounts provided the Member 
St~tes with the opportunity to debate the substance of this issue and 
to acquire vital information .from the other delegations concerning the 
different national regulatory positions. Now is the time for the Member 
States to u·se that information to create an internal market for discount 
sales promotions for the benefit of industry and. consumers alike. 

InternalMarketblues · 4 

· Armed with a wealth of information on how discounts are 
regulated in each of the Member States, the ~hallenge facing the Expert 
Group js to identify .as broad a scope as possible 'for mutual 
recognition. Mutual recognitiop., otherwise known as the 'one stop 
shop' principle, means that businesses need comply only with the 
regulatory controls in their country of origin to be able to export their 
services throughout the European Union. 

The .application of this principle to the regulation of discounts 
·would have· a dramatic impact upon · all Eu.ropean companies using 

, such sales promotions. They would be able to use discount promotions 
to pe~etrate new markets in other Member States, without the vast 
expense of employing teams of lawyers to avoid the risk of legal 
action. The use of the mutual r~cognition principle to achieve an 
,Internal Market, in preference to the blunt to~l of harmonisation, has 
again recently received the endorsement of the Internal Market 
Council. 

')O Of course, it may not be possible for the Expert Group to apply 
~ mutual recognition to all aspects of. the regulation of discounts. A 
~ v~riety of cliff erent types of regulation concerning discounts has been 
~ '· identifieµ during the earlier · meetings, ~mbracing such areas as· the 
\). information that must be provided to the cop.sumer during a discc;mnt 
·~ promotion and the way in which a discount ml\st be calculated ·and 
~ expressed. If Member States·are unable to agree to mutual recognition 

for certain clearly~defined types of rules concerning discounts, then 
such areas will need to be harmonised to ensure that the Internal 
Market is not jeopardised. The advantage of this. approach is that ariy 
resulting harmon~sation will be targete<;I and will be based upon the 
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wealth of factual information tha~ has been gathered ove1~ recent 
months. 

The outcome of the Expert Group's deliberations is eagerly 
awaited by the Eun?pean Parliament, the Council of Ministers and a 
number of other interested parties.· For example, The Aust1,1an 
Presidency insisted that ithe Internal Market Commissioner, Mr. Mario 
Monti, presented an update on the progress achieved at the Expert 
Group to the Internal Market Council on 11th November. The results 
of the December meeting will be presented to a future Internal Market 
Council. · 

The European Parliament is also keeping a watchful eye. The 
Commission made a specific commitment in its Communication dated 
4rh March to keep the Parliament inforrr:ied of the progress of the ~xpert 
Group, but MEP's are at present seeking to obtain a tighter commitment. 
In this context, Jessica Larive MEP has presentecl a draft resolution to 
the Parliament requesting six-monthly updates. 

In order to . improve the chances of agreement at the December 
meeting, Commission representatives will shortly embark on a tour of 
the capitals to discuss discounts on a one-to-one basis with the 
members of the Expert Group. Interested parties are urged to ensure 
that their national contact points are made fully aware ·of their views 
both on the importance of discount promotions and the best means 
of achieving a solution. Details of the national contact points were 
published in the September 1998 edition of the newsletter (some 
modifications are detailed on the back page of this issue) and can be 
obtained from the Commission contact point by sending an, e-mail to 

President, European Fed. of Sales Pfr:mzotion 

Maurice Levy 
PresijJ.ent, Publicis , 

, -co~com@dg15.cec.be or by telephoning ( +322) 296 2143. 

Carlo Morrtlgliano :, 
Mem/Jer of the Board, Fininvest!Publitalifi _ 

·Jim.Murray 
Secretary-General, BEUC 

. . : ~ . Spyros Pappas ~ 
•• • 

0

Direc.tor-General, DG X 

. ~~ P~ref'Schotthof~!· . .. _ 
Director General, Euro. Adv. Lawyers_ Assoc. 

- Tc11.t Steffensen· 
E'ftopean M';ktg Manager, Lego· System AIS 

l - ' • mchard Thomas . . . . . 
Directorof Pu,bliyPolicy, Clifford Chance .., 

; . ~~, ; . . • ~ ·, . . ,i, ~ 
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Editorial 

The ,third meeting of the Expert Group takes place on ithe 18th of December 
aµd readers are urged to keep tµe national ,representatives ~dvised of issues 

· of concern to them. There have been a number of additions t9 the Group and 
the details are published on the back page of this issue. 

As many will be aware, in recent weeks there has also been a signifitant proposal 
for a Directive on electronic_commerce put forward by the Cop1.mission. We shall 

. be publishing this draft proposal in full in a special edition later this month. In the 
meantime, this issue contains a number of articles commenting on the approach 
taken in the proposed Directive, in particular the appli~ation of the country of ~rigin 
principle to the regulatory framework for the sector. · 

It may well be that this proposal will quickly be seen as a benchmark which will 
influence the future action of the Expert Group in the commercial communications 
sector. Re-affirming as it does the primacy of the Internal Market principles of 
country of origin and mutual recognition, the importance of this initiative can not 
be overstated. We shall keep readers informed of the progress of the Parliamentary 
debate, whi<;:h is scheduled for the early part of next year. 

. ' 

If you have not already done so, please copy, complete and return this form to the 
address on page · 2 to ensure you continue to receive your copy of Commercial 
·CommutJ,ications. You may also indicate whether you wish to receive the publica
tion in French, German or English-. 

Name ......................................................... · Tel. ..... : .. , ................. .. ............................... . 
\ 

Company................................................... Fax ........... :: ..................................... .' ....... . 

· Job Title ....................... ·'............................. e-mail ...................................................... . 

' Address..................................................... Lang.uage ................................................ . 

Editorial 
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Record clubs sing the 
Internal Market blues 

Philippe Kern 
Director of Public 
and Legal Affairs 
PolyGram ·1 

P
' ~o-lyGram is an ~qterta.inment com

pany which proc;luces and distrib
. . utes sound re~ordings_, films, 1V 
progpmmes and vide_os. Its most famous 
record labels include Deutsche Gramrn
ophon, Decca, Mercury, Polydor, A&M, 
Moto,wn. It employs 12,000· people. 

One of PolyGram's ambitions is to de
velop its -direct marketing operation 0n a 
pan-European scale. The company al
ready operates in the record club busi
nesses in the UK market (Britannia: 2 
million members) and in France (DIAL: 
_ 1.5 million members). 

· The music dub concept is based _on 
encouraging the generally non-active mu
sic consumer and those who do ript have · 
convenient access to retailers to purchase 
music. A majority of club members live in 
smaller towns and rural areas where mu
sic is not readily available. Clubs also ca
ter to people who are more comfortab:le 
shopping from home rather than from 
record stores. On average, the dubs' share 
of Europe's local music markets is around 
12 % of total sales. 

However, the most serious hindrance to a pan
European expa_nsion remains the di.[ference in 
regulations between Member States. PolyGram's 

· problem in the German market is a very good 
example of the regulatory maze in the direct 
marketing business. 

4 

Catalogues distributed to membei·s 
. ~re central to the proce;s of selling pre-re
corded music and videos from , a large 
number of entertainment companies. The 
success of the club concept is dependent 
on the quality of the repertoire listed in 
the catalogue, the prices ~f the products 
on offer and the related services which are 
S\lpported by dedi~ated teams and con
siderable investments to recruit members. 

PolyGram's music dubs are direct 

/ 

marketing companies whose communica- ' 
tion medium with their customers is pre
dominantly mail. They offer the following 
services: 
· • Providing information on CDs and art
ists ' concerts (once a month, customers ' 

I 

receive a brochure giving details of artists 
featured in the catalogue); 
• A mail ordering service to purchase 

. goods (CDs and videos); 
• A maildelivery service to the custom
er's home. 

The marketing proposition to club 
members is: 
• To offer an immediate benefit via the 
introductory offer to dub membership 
(for instance, 3 CDs for the price of 1); 
• To encourage the consumer to buy, 
because of the choice of repertoire avail-

. able, the price and consumer services of
fered; 
• · To remain members of the club by re
warding loyalty (i.e. gifts or price reduc
tion for loyal and long-term members). 

In normal circumstances, entry in the 
record club market in each individual 
Member State by individual companies is 
. risky. Difficulties stem_ from a variety of 
factors including the need for massive . 
advertising at key dates in ·specialised 

· publications; the requirement to build up 
special mailing lists and to process great 
volumes of mail which generate a rela
tively small sales volume; the need to in
vest in complex computeris~d mail order 
fulfilment and credit screening facilities. · 

However, the most serious hindrance 
to a pan-European expansion remains the 
difference in regulations, between Mem
ber States. PolyGram's problem iri the 
German market is a very good example of 
the regulatory maze in the direct market
ing business. -

Since the launch of its commercial op
erations in Germany, the record club 
("Sounds Plus") !)as had 'injunctions served 
~everal times ·on the grounds tha,t its act!vi-
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ties infringe some aspects of the German . 
unfair competition law (the regulation · on 
discount, 'Rapattegesetz', and the regula
tion on free gifts, 'Zugabeverordnung'). 
Ind~ed, the German unfair competition 
law potentially prohibits businesses mak
ing attractive !ntroductory offers and from 
proposing discounts ·and free gifts, the es
sence of clubs' activities. 

Under German rules, a re'cord club is 
able to establish its mark~t position on the 
basis of the quality of the service· alone. It 
is not allowed to compete on price as this 
could influence and 'mislead' the emotive 
German consumer. 

The characteristic of a club is to use· 
the most effectiv~ direct marketing tech
niques and advertising. tools to recruit 
dub members. The granting of free·gifts 
and special offers on membership appli
. q1tion is one form of advertising whereby 
the consumer's atten~ion is attracted. 
Without the possibility of making attrac
tive price offers to potential customers, 
the business becomes unrealistic. This is 
even more so for a new entrant into the 
market which wants to differentiate itself 
from competitors. Price competition is 
one of the most important factors deter
mining success. It is the ,qnly way to dis
tir~.guish oneself from competition offering 
similar types of services and products at 
an equivalent quality level. 

As a result of these injunctions, Soun~ 
Plus has been prevented from introducing 
elements of price competition to establish 
a foothold on the German market. 

All· this has the effect of obliging a new 
market entrant to mate!). its direct market
ing policy to the local dominant player" 
ironically creating something that can lead 
to abusive restrictive pracdces. Whilst the 
German legislation applies to all record 
clubs operating in Germany, in practice, it 
gives unfair advantage. to a company · 
w~c.h is already establi~hed for many years 
and whose market share is reaching 90%. 

. I 

The underlying protectionist rationale is 
hidden behind the argument_ that 'the cus
tomer must not be misled'. Furthermore, 
the ,enforcement of such policy is left to 
'Verein' (an association) where a competi-

. tor tan conveniently hide. 

The Germµn legislation does not pursue any public 
. interest objective thatwouldjustify. such a measure. 
Neither consumrer protection nor fair trading may , 
justify the prohibition, of special, loyally bonuses or 

attracllve inlro4tuctory offers _to consumers. On the 
· contr.ary, consumers' interest is enhanced if price 
competition is introduced on the German club market 

Needless to say,_ these injunctions 
have ·an enormously damaging impact on 

I a newly-created company. The company 
was forced to change repeatedly current 
and futu~e marketing materia}s. Its mailing 
of a million addresses was constantly un
der threat as well as its advertising in 
magazines and the printing of its member
ship-handbooks. It was unable to properly 
start its commercial activities. 

The German legislation does not pur
sue any public interest objective that w;ould 
justify such a measure. Neither consumer 
protection nor fair trading may justify the 
prohibition of special loyalty bonuses or 
attractive introductory offers.to consumers. 

. On the contrary, consumers' interest is en
hanced if price cornpetition is introduced 
on the German club market. 

Th~ 'legislation in question is also dis
propoqionate given that such sales pro
motions are normal marketing tools in 
other Member States and that consumers 
benefit from price: competition. Similar 
mark_eting techniques: on introductory of
fers and loyalty bonuses have been used 
without any problems in the other Euro-

. pean countries where PolyGram has es
tablished music club .operations. German 
leg~slation ·is • clearlly out of step and this 

5 
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So far, the direct 
ma_rketing 

business does 

not .seem to have 
. attracted the 
attention it 
deserves from 
policy._makers. 

prevents a company from developing a 
pan-European direct marketing st'rategy. 

Furthermore, the law is preventing 
the record club market from growing in 
Germany. The club share of the total Ger
man music sales is half of the average Eu- . 
ropean club market share. The abolition 
of the German law could mean the dou
b~ing in size of the reco,rd club business. 
This would be in the interests of both 
competition and employment. . 

The German law is contrary to EC law 
as it hinders: · 
• Free circulation of goods: the CDs are 
imported from other Member States; 
• Freedom to provide services : Sounds 
Plus relies on services provided from Hol
land (postage, delivery, packing) and the 

· UK (data processing, invoicing, priming 
of magazines); 
• Freedom of establishment as the busi
ness is rendered unviable. 

Acknowledging that price competi
tion was restricted, the German Federal 
Government trrtroduced a draft legislation · 
in February 1994 seeking to abolish the 
'Rabattegesetz' of 25th November 1933 and 
the 'Zugabeverordnung' of 9t11 March 1932. 
The Bundesrat opposed the adoption of 
the law. Following Austria's abolition of 
its own 'Rabattegesetz', Germany seems 
now to be the only country_ in Europe to 
approve ~uch restrictions 6~ this form of 
price competition. 

So far, the direct marketing business 
does not seem to have attracted the atten
tion it deserves from polky-makers. The 
perfect example is the Distaric;e Selling Di
rective which envisages the proper func
tioning of the Single Market for cro~s-border 
dis.tance selling only in relation to consurher 
protection policy. As a result, it fails to grant 
legal certainty for business decisions and 
does little to create a sufficient level of har-
. monisation for pan-European direct market
ing activities. 

Legal certainty in this business sector is 

further undermined by the European Court 
of Justice's decision of 24 November 1993 
because of Cases Keck and Mithouard ( C 
2167 /91 and C 268/91) whi~h provides 
Member States with the justification to ·en
force national provisions that run contrary 
to the fundamental principles of the Inter
nt;1.l Market as laid down, in particular, in 
Article 30 of the EC Treaty. Direct market
'ing activities are badly affected by the 'sell
ing arrangement' ('Verkaufsmodalitaten') 
test which tends to . consider regulations -
as found in Germany - compatible with Ar
ticles 30 and 36. · 

The record club business in Germany 
has been shielded from the forces of com
petition for too long. This is bad for 
prices, quality of services and employ
ment. In its present state, the German 
rules on unfair competition restrict com
petition and consumer cqoice. It should 
have no place in an Internal Market as it 
prevents the free circulation of g,oods, 
services and hinders the'freedom of estab- ' 
lishment. 

In July 1998, the European Commis-:
sion decided to send Germany a reasoned , 
opinion pointing out that the German leg
islation which prohibits promotional sell
ing (discounts ·and gifts) impedes the 
supply of services from other Member 
States. This decision followed a complaint 
lodged by PolyGram in 1994. The Com
mission concludes that German legisla
tion imposes a disproportional restriction 
on the supply of such services and sale of -
CDs to club members by a new entrant on 
the German market. The reasoned opin
ion represents the second stage of the in
fringement procedure provided for in 

. Article 169 of the EC Treaty. If Germany, 
does not provide a satisfactory reply 
within two months after receiving the rea
soned opinion - sent in October 1998 - the 
Commission may decide to bring the mat
ter before the European Court of Justice. 
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Web advertiSing 
in the EU 

·T:is i~ a summary of the New Tech-
. nology Forum on 'Web advertis- · 

. ing', organised by the European Mul-
timedia Forum_ on 1sr July 1998 in Brussels. ' 
It is based on the contributions of Michel 
Bauwef!,S, Kyberco, Belgium; Alexander 
Felsenberg, Deutscher Multimedia Verband 
(DMMV), Germany; Federico Rampolla, 
Internet Advertising Bureau, Italian Chap
ter; Gerardo Pavone, Interacta, Italy. 

Introduction 
To evaluate the potential for web advertis
ing, it is essential to have a look at the over
all Internet situation in Europe. This, 
though, differs from -country to country. 
Whilst 10% of German households are on
line (DMMV), 23% of Europe's families 
own a PC (compared to 45% _in the USA-:
Interacta). Apart from the attitude towards 
this medium - most Europeans still con- . 
sider the PC a 'working toor as opposed to 
a 1V set which stands for leisure - there are 
economic reasons which count for the low 
penetration. Computing material costs on 
average 25% more in Europe than in the 
USA (/nteracta), VAT i~ up to three· times 
as high an1 telephone charges for Internet 
use are substantially higher than in the USA 
( where local calls sometimes are ~ven free 
of charge). The critical mass for Europe is 
estimated to be 100/o. of market penetration. 
This is achieved in Europe only in the UK 
(10.25%), Germany (12.1 %) and Sweden 
(21.3%) [NUA suroey 971, whereas the US 
market penetration is on average 30%. 

Thus, the overall playing_ field for Eu
ropean Internet activities is not favourable 
to investors: from a marketing point of 
view it is not (yet) interesting. · 

Web site marketing 
I ' 

Web advertising depends wholly on how 
efficiently a web site is positioned. The 
old advertiser's rule of 'to see and be seen' 
also governs the new medium: the more 
visibility, the more impact of a web ad. 

Analyses and benchmarking are indica
tors but, still, the technological factor 
plays the main role: if a website takes 8 
seconds to download, 20% of visitors drop 

· out; if it takes 20 seconds, 40% drop out, 
if it takes 40 seconds, 75% drop out . 
(Kyberco). 

Therefore, to create a marketable 
website, one has to take into account 'lead
ing-edge' techn~logy. The high costs of 
hardware in Europe do not allow for a 
quick adaptation of users' equipment to 
technological developments: Most users 
are still using versions 3 of MS Internet ex
plorer or Netscape. Any website requiring 
more sophi~ticated ( or simply more recent) 
technology is bound to be limited to a few 
users on the European market, especially 
amongst SMEs and private persons. 

Notwithstanding these technical limi
tations, active promotion of a website still 
allows for a high visibility and thus an in- . 
teresting opportunity for web advertisers. 
The means on the European market place . 

, mainly consist in: 
• Promotion ,in the traditional media; 
• Placing the site in the major search en
gines and local indices; 
• Placing the site under the top 20 of 
search engines; · / 
• Buying of keywords. 

. How to,. measurt~. effectiveness? 
It.has been emphasised that 'the introduc
tion and diffusion of criteria for homoge
neous measuring of interactive means is a 
priority .... ~or t~e development of electronic 
commer'c:e and web advertising. _ Espe
cially when referring to the development 
of web advertising, ther existence of a third 
party who certifies access to sites carrying 
advertising on-line is something that all 

' concerned consider essential'(/nteracta). · 
To guarantee a uniform evaluation, it will 
be necessary to agree - globally - on a 
system of measurements and standards. 

The traditional hit-count has been su-

l\1argaretha l\1azura 
Deputy Secretary 
General . 
European l\1ultimedia 
Forum 

· To guarantee a 
uniform 
evaluation, it will 
be necessary to 
agree -globally -
_ on a system of 
measurements 
and standards. 

7 
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The European 
· challenge lies in 
a cross-cultural 
approach, 
specialising in 
'niche' 
marketing 
techniques. 

perseded. 'Hits are lik~ fingerprints on a 
newspaper, they giv:e no more 
indication'(D..MM"v). 

Traditional advertising dr PR agencies 
are of little help as they are not prepared 
for the 'Internet revolution'. Th~y usually 
subcontract a company specialising in on
line multimedia to handle web advertising 
on their behalf. However, it is clear ·that 
advertising agencies should and will have 
a role in this field. 

To increase the market for web adver
tising it is essential a) to bring together 
companie-s who advertise, ad agencies 
and content publishers and b) to create . 
market transparency. 

In order to create market transpar
e.ncy, an on-line media database would be 
useful, offering information on: 
• Ad-space availability 
• Price pattern 
• Booking 
• Categories (measurement by rating;, 
• Usage 

Multinational ads vs. Local ads 
Yahoo! generated in 1997 approx. 68 mil
lion $ in advertising sales - more 'than the 
total the European advertising market is 
expected to sell in 1998 (Internet Adver
tising Bureau). In Europe, only Swedish 
companies can somehow compete with 
such figures due to Sweden hosting ~he 
mirror site of Alta Vista, the biggest site in 
Europe for web advertising (Telia). 

This example shows that the main 
market in the USA is fo~ worldwide 
brands. This basis is lacking, in\ Europe. 

Therefore, the keywords are: look out 
for partnerships! Go-branded actions appear 
to be the best way to enter the market, as· is 
shown, for example, in Italy where Lycus 
Italy owris the database of Virgilio. It is ap
parent that search engines as well as news 
sites attract most Internet users. 

The European 'challenge lies in a cross
cultural approach, specialising in 'niche' 

marketing te~hniques. 'The capacity for cus- · 
tomising communication media for even 
smaller groups of consumers is the essence 
of "niche" marketing.' (Jnteracta), taking 
into consideration not only potential cus
tomers but also cultural differences between 
countries or regions and using the. panoply 
of new teehnologies to hand-tailor services 
and offers (Keyword: WYAWYG - what you 
ask is what you get). 

However, the more the Internet . be
comes a consumer medium, the more local 
content will become increasingly important 
without being cannibalised by the USA. The 
first on-line. supermarkets started their busi
ness in 1996 (Tesco, UK). Their strategy is 

, geared towards expansion to other sec,tors 
like on-line banking, _at the same time mak
ing the on-line medium attractive in selling 
Internet access at low rates at their physical 
supermarkets (Tesco). The acceptance of 
'On-line· grocery depends on the local pen- ' 
etration of the Internet, ·but studies have 
demonstrated, contrary to anticipations, that 
not only business men and women would 
take advantage of this service but to a sur
prising extent ' in others who pref er virtual 
.shopping to bothering with crying children 
and prams. 

Conclusion 
Without taking into consideration the eco
nomic, technical and attitudinal issues . 
mentioned in the introduction, the Euro
pean web ad market, far from being sat
isfactorily established or exploited, needs 
(without any priority ranking): 
Capital - to push the market 
Alliances - to gain visibility and impor,
tance 
Statistics and standards - to convince 
future investors and. to compar~ figures 
Connectiv_ity ~ to reach potential custom
ers 
Training - for professionals an.d users 
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·The proposed E-commerce 
Directive and the consumer 

B 
~UC is absolutely opposed to the 

, proposal in its ·present form, and 
ask that consumer transactions be · 

removed from the scope of the proposed 
Directive - in favour of a more broad
based and collaborative appr_oach to- · 
wards building up a wider framework 
within which consumers. can enjoy the 
many potential benefits ofelectronic com
merce, together with a high level of pro
tection in practical terms. 

The proposal would provide as a uni- . 
versal principle that country of origin law 
would 'apply to electronic commerce 

· transactions within the EU: According to 
the text, this principle would certainly 
apply to the marketing · and disclosure 
laws ( what information must be provided 
about what products and services) and, 
while the meaning and effect of the text ·. 
is·. not clear, we Ul}derstand it is also in
tended that the same principle would ap
ply to questions of applicable civil law 
(such as contract law, and non-contractual 
liability) and even to choice of c,onipetent 
court - the consumer would have to pur
sue his/her remedies in the courts of the 
supplier's country and under the law of 
that country. 

Even if the effect of the proposal were 
confined to marketing and disclosure laws 
only, we believe it is entirely inappropri
ate and against the consumers' interest to 
seek in this simplistic way to impose a 
universal country of origin principle.to all 
consumer transactions in electronic· com
merce. 

1. It would mean that consumers would 
have to have a knowledge and understand
ing of the relevant la~s of 15 Member 

. States (plus that of future EU members). It 
is difficult enough for consumers to have a 
good understanding of their own domestic 
law. 

2. Iri practice, it .is not realistic to pro- Jim Murray · 
post=, as a general proposi'tion; that con- Secretary-General · 
sumers must pursue their legal rights BEUC 
through the courts and under the law of 
another Member State, (irrespective of the . 
fact that that Member State m~y have 
achieved a relatively high level of protec-
tion in its own. domestic market). 

3. The proposal is utterly unrealistic in . 
its understanding of the nature of present 
and future transactions over the Internet. 
It implies that a consumer who logs on to 
the Internet, .and subsequently buys a 
prodyct or service, should be treated like 
a consumer who takes the initiative to go 
to the supplier's country to buy the prod-, -

· uct or service. As a basis for policy this is 
nonsense in most cases. Increasingly, 
marketing on the Internet will be targeted 
to those who log on to specific sites (fqr 
entertainment or information about sports 

It would mean that consumers wo~ld have to have {I! 
knowledge a™~ understanding of the relevant laf:Vs of 
15 Member Sta.tes (phis that of future EU members). 
It is difficult enough for consumers to have ·a good 
understanding·of their own domestic law. 

for example) without any prior knowl
·edg~ or expectation of what advertising or 
commercial communications from third 
parties they may find there. Internet con-

. tent providers will sell advertising space 
on the, basis of the profiles of those who 
lqg on,tb _that site -· they may market their 

. sites to advertisers on the basis that they 
ar~ reaching a specific client ·gro~p in ~ 
particular Member State, for example. 
Commercial communications will be au
tomatically customised 10n the basis of the 
consumer's previous surfing behaviour. 
Faced with this reality, it is utterly wrong 
to impose a si~plistic and universal coun
try of origin rule. 

9 
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4. In our opinion, the current proposal 
would not meet the Commission's obliga- -
tion to take as a base in regulating the Sin
gle Market a high level of consumer 
protection. On the contrary, the current 
proposal wouid jeopardise e~tablished 
consumer rights under international con
ventions, EC] rulings and even perhaps 
under certain existing Dire~tives. 

There are genuine complexities to be -
resolved in this area but 'they cannot be 
resolved by the 'sledgehammer' approach 
of the proposal. 

We urge therefore that consumer transactions be 
excluded from the scope of the current proposa~for 
the time being at least, in favour of setting in motion: 
a consultative and collabQrative process to try to 
reach a wide measure of agreement on· the type of -

overallfra~ork needed to maximise the benefits 
and minimise the problems for consumers in 
electronic ,commerce. 

10 

The present situation, with all its un
certainties and difficulties, is better for 

I -

consumers than the solution currently 
proposed within the . Commission. 

The Commission earlier co'nfronted 
similar difficulties and questions in rela
tion to commercial communications. 
Eventually, the Commission opted for a 
collaborative approach-to resolving these 
problems and wisely decided not to try to 
impose a universal country of origin prin
ciple. There is no sign of tha~ wisdom in 
the present proposal. 

There are positive elements in the _ 
proposal, in~ rela,tion to transparency for 
example. Better transparency is an essen
tial part of the solution to the issues raised 
by e-commerce but the other parts of a~y 
overall solution must also be appropriat:e 
and this is certainly not the· case in the 
current proposal. 

It is for business to decide if the cur
rent proposal is appropriate for business-

· to-business transact'ions but it is not 
appropriate for consumer transactions. 
We urge therefore that consumer transac
tions be excluded from the scope of the 
current _proposal, for the time· being at 
least, in favour of setting in rr{otion a con
sultative and collaborative process to try 
to reach a wide me-asure of agreement on 
the type of overall fra~ework needed to 
maximise the benefits and minimise the 
problems for consumers in · electronic 
commerce. 

/ 
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Country of origin and 
&-commerce 
D.efendi'ng European consumer 
and business interests · 
The following organisatioris support the views expressed here: EAT (European Advertising Tripartite); EPC (European Publisl-).ers 
Council) and FAEP (European Magazine Publishers Federation) 

were for the free movement of goods enu
merated in Article 36, and included the 
protection of health and life of persons and 
aniqials, public order, morals and public 
security, protection of plants, artistic .and 
historical heritage, and the protection of 
commercial and industrial property. For 
the free movement of services (Article 56) 
exceptions were allowed to measures that 
apply a different regulatory framework for 
n,on-nationals, and which could be justi-

Alastair Tempest 
Director General 

and 
Asuncion Caparros 
Director 

European Affairs 
FEDMA 

The. fotrinsic borderless nature of 
electronic commerce has opened 
for some time now a false debate 

on the merits of the 'country of origin' or 
'country of destination' principles· and has 
given birth to some exotic arguments. 
One should not forget that the country of 
origin principle is neither an invention of · 
'liberal industrialists' or 'long-established 
bureaucrats', nor a frontal attack on con
sumer interests. The country of origin 
principle is a clear commitment from the 
founders of the European Economic 
Community. By 1957, Europe, its busi
nesses and its consumers, needed an In
ternal Market not only to compete 1as a 
single entity with its major trading part
ners but also to provide its consumers 
with a whole range of choice, price and. 
quality. 

InJuly 1968, all customs duties were abolished but 
Member States were still reluctant to allow the entry 
of Community .t~roducts and continued·to impose 
national technical barriers. · · 

This ahicle aims at clarifying some of 
the misunderstandings and myths that 
have arisen, especially during the debate 
on the unpublished (at the time of writ
ing), yet widely known, draft E-commerce 
Directive. 

Some. legal background 
The Treaties and the 

Cassis de Dijon judgement 
In 1957, when the Treaty of Rome was 
signed, the immediate objectives of the 
European Economic Community was the 
creation of a common · market where 
goods, services, capital and persons 
would be able to move freely between 
the different Member States. This meant 
that all customs .duties, quantitative re
strictions and measures having equivalent 
effect needed to be dismantled (this was 
established in Articles 30 and 59 in 
relation to goods and services 

· respectively). 
The only exceptions to these freedoms 

fied on grounds of public order, pubHc 
health and security .. . 

· In July 1968, all customs duties were 
abolished but Member States were still re- . 
luctant to allow the entry of Community 
products and continued to impose national 
technical barriers (sanitary rules, 'technical 
specifications, etc.) on imported products. 
.Member-States were therefore not impos
ing a different regirrie to imported products 
(discriminatory measures) but national 
specifications (non-discriminatory meas
ures). For some years, the EC tried to elimi
nate these technical obstacles andfacilitate 
the fre~ movement 'of goods by harmonis
ing all ,different national rules. However 
this approach proved to be too burden
some and slow, and could not achieve the . 
objective of creating a common market. In 
1985, this was recognised by the M~mber 
States which requested the Commission to 
propose an action plan to achieve an 'In- / 
ternal Market'. 

Before that, the European Court of 
Justice played a leading role in disman-

/ 
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The Rome and Brussels Conventions 
, ,· ~: 

As a result of. the creation of a common market an in
creased number of intra-EC transactiol).s were taking 
place, an~, independently of the t::1ctthat products or· serv
ices ·could. be rµoving freely 'across .EC-fr9ntiers, the law 
applicab.le to . the specific contract and the jurisdiction 
regulating thos~ transactions was subject.Jo the diff erel).t 
set of national. rules that governed international private 
law 'which was outside the EC ~ompetenc~. In this frame-

. work . the Member States of the Communities and of EFfA . ' ' . 

( only in the case of tht Bru~sels: Conventf ~;m) decided to 
harmonise these two aspects in -qraer to facilitate the crea
tion of a common market by watof two intergovernmen-
tal conventions. . ' . 

0 

f: ', I ¥</~t -, , -~ 
The Brussels. Convention on jurisdiction stipulates. that 

th~ consumer can choose to sue a company .either where 
the f0111pany is d~micilx~d .. dr,wger.:e.:the, <;;OpS~fi?:er is domi
ciled in relation Jo ' contracts' forJ1:ie supply of goods· or 
services only if 'the· conclusion of the contract was pre
ceded by a specific inv'jtation addressed io the consumer · 

- - ' - ·,: · • ''.,. 'l! , i;:=, ;,." ,tt . . ,~H 

· or ,.by advertising- in the· country bf domi<;ile of the con:-
sumer, and in .thatcountry the consum~rtook the. steps 
necessary for th~ conclusion of the c~:mtract'. 

•· . . . •' . -;, .·,1iJ: . :: 

· · .· · The Rome Convention stipulates that a contract shall . · 
b~ governed by the la~ chosen by the P~i:ties and that iri 

1 

the absence of choice,,,the law..ofthe counJry with ~liich 
the contract is ~osr dolely connected. However, in : the · 
C'1;~e · of consume,r ~~ntracts·; {~. stipula~es ,that .'a choice of 
law. .. made by the . parties shall · 116t have the result_ of de-
. pri~in,g the co~sumer of,,the prpt~ctiqn aff qrded to hip:i by ', 
the mandatory mles of the l~w o~ft~e country: }n w~ch he,. 
has his habitu~l residence' only ff the conditions (e.g. in-. 

·. vitation addressed, etc) · alreadr foverec!,,in the . Bru~sels 
Cdri:yention co~verge. 'sfhe RolJl~ Convtihtiofl\has"- also t 
add~ci'a second condition which' covers jo'ur_ney's to 
ano$er .~ountry if ~hos~ have b~en ·ari:ange? by the 5.eller 
for ~e Pl!fP?§elof in9JJ<;if1:g .the/:fn~l!1Per,to buy. ' ·< 

,.~ } 

Therefore· even ifthe Ro~e 'con~ention,: states that the. · . 
' ' ' .~ .~ .'. . " .. .,.,-.. ,. • <~ ' 

· choice . of the parties is the pdp.ciple, th~.; la~:V··Of the roun-~, .;. 
try :bfteskience of the consuip.~r ·will · bas,icaHy apply for . 
mahdatory rights if th~ two ,- conditions co~cur 'an1 the . 
same will happen if th~-~~ -~s, i:io ~Jlbice. ' .. 

· 12 .. 

tling the technical obstacles to the free 
movement of goods, which was essen
tially reflecte1 in its landmark judgement 
Cassis de Dijon of 1979. In this judgement, 
the European Court of Justice confirmed 
'the principle of free movement of goods , 
(Article 30) by stating that any pro'duct 
which was legally manufactured and mar
keted within one · Member State could be 
s9ld in any other Member State. There
fore, Member States were obliged to ac
cept products coming from another 
Me-~ber State even if those products .did 
not comply with the national specifica
tions of the importing country. This is the 
so-called 'principle of mutual recognition' 
or 'country of origin control' which stems 
directly from Article 30 of the Treaties. 
Only 'overriding' public interest objec
tives could be used to ban the entry of a 
product. However, the Court emphasised . 
that such a ban must comply with certain 
conditions: 
• the national measure had to be appro
priate to the pursued objective; 
• it had to be proportional to the· al- , 
leged objective, and; 
• the objective could not be attained by 
less restrictive measures. , . 

Even if this principle was designed in · 
the context of the free movement of 
goods, the European Court of Justice has 
confirmed in various subsequent judge
ments its full applicability to services. 

The European Commission's White 
Paper on the Internal Market of 1985 es
tablished a seven year plan to achieve a 
truly 'Internal Market' by 1993 based on 
the principle.of mutual recognition devel
oped by the European Court of Justice 
and the so-called 'New Approach' to tech
nical harmonisation. This plan was essen
tially based on two principles: 
• national rules on production and mar
keting that relate t~ the protection of health 
will continue to be subject to Community 
legislation but this will only set some gen-
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eral levels of prote~tion. The standards or
ganisations CEN (European Committee for 
Standardization), , CENELEC (European 
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardi
sation) and E'.fSI (European Telecommuni
cations Standards Institute) were charged 
to establish the detailed rules; 
• instead of Community legislation to 
harmonise national rules ( with the excep
tion of the protection of health) the prin
ciple of mutual recognition/ country of 
origin .would apply . .' 

: This did 'hot mean that once a sector 
was harmonised,. the principle of country 
of origin control did not apply anymore': 
a harmonisation Directive was adopted in 
order to facilitate cross-border trade by 
establishing common rules for all the 
Member States and thus limiting the abil
ity of any Member State to stop the entry 
of imported products/ services. Therefore, 
even in a harmonised sector, the legal re
gime applicable to a specific product/ · 
service will be the one where the prod
uct/ service originates and the Member 
State of destination would not be able to 
restrict its entry. 

. After the Cassis de Dijon judgement, 
many cases were brought to the European 

· Court of Justice on .the b~sis of the princi
ple of mutual recognition and the Court 
adopted a liberal approach in interpreting 
Article 30 and thus helped to dismantle 
many technical obstacles. 

. However, in November 1993, the Eu
ropean Court, apparently overwhelmed by ' 
this type of case, decided to change its lib
eral 'approach in a judgement which has 
been widely criticised even by some 
judges. The so-called Keck andMithouard 
judgement stated that national selling ar
rangements did nor hinder trade between , 

. Member States and therefore the applica
tion of Article 30 and subsequently the 
Cassis de Dijon conditions did not need to 
be considered. Article 30 should be ap
plied only if that national selling arrange-

ment had a discriminatory effect.· 
This judgement had clear negative 

consequences for the ;completion of the 
Internal Market but 'its effects are not a11-
embracing. The Court has continuously 
refused to apply this case-law to the free I Notably in the Alpine Investments, 

Bosman and De Agostini judge:. 
movement of services1

, which obviously ments. 

includes electronic commerce. 

Clarifying the myths of the 
E,-commerce Di1rective 
In an exhaustive legal exercise, the Com
mission is about, at the time of writing ,. to 
adopt a Directive which should set the . 
principl~s for a regulatory framework for 
Electronic Commerce in th~ European 
Union. The Commission will show in this . 
Directive that it is following the Member 
States' request that European consumers 
and businesses need an Internal Market. 
The draft E-corpmerce Directive therefore 
follows logically from the Commission's 

This judgement' had clear negative consequences 
for the completion of the Internal Market but its 

• I ' 

effects are not all-embracing. The Court has 
· continuously re.fused to apply this case-law to 
the free mol!ement of services, which obviously 
includes electronic commerce. 

action plan to dismantle obstacles to the 
free movement of goods and services. It 
also clearly confirms and clarifies that ex-
isting consumer protection legislation ap-
plies tp..!he on-line environment and adds 
specific ''on-line rules to the benefit of 
both the businesses and consumers. This 

· stat.ement is fully backed by the 
following: 
Completion of the Single Markei 
The draft E-commerc.e Directive confirms 
that the principle of free circulation of 
goods and services (country of origin con
trol) in the EU territory applies to elec-

. tronic yommerce, on the basis of: 

13 
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2 Namely, Case C-34/95 (De Agostini); 
Case C-384/93 (Alpine Investments) 
and Case C-126/91 (Yves Rocher) 

3 Telecommunications Council of26 
February, Internal Market Council of 
18 May 1998 and EP's resolutions 
o·n electronic commerce of May 
1998 and on commercial communi
cations of July 1997. 

1. Legal arguments, as it is based on 
Community law (Articles 30 and 59 of the 
Treaty of Rome); recurrent European case . 
law2

; and recent Community legislation 
such as the Television Without Frontiers 
and Data l?rotectiqn Directives; 
2. Political arguments, as the Coun,cil of 

4 Directive· 98148/EC of the Euro- Ministers and the European Parliament 
pean Parliament and of the Council have confirmed the need to ensure a. Sin
of 20 July 1998 amending Directive gle Market Information S,ociety in numer- · 
98/43/EC laying down a procedure 

\ for the provision of information in ous resolut~oris3 and most recently in the 
the field of technical standards and . so-called Transparency Directive4; 
regulations. 3. Economic arguments, as companies, 

especially Small and Medium Sized Ent€r
prises (SMEs) who can not afford separate 

.· establishments in each Member State, will 
_be assured that they could sell on-line to 
consumers residing in countries where 1he 
company is not established without having 
to comply with 15 different sets of national 
requirements and regulations. Such a recog-

(A) Member State is oblige4 to protect not on~~ 
consumers resident in its terri~ory but in 'the 
territory .of the otber .14 Member States 

5 Among others, Directive 84/450/ 
EEF concerning misleading adver
tising; Directive 85/3,74/EEC con
cerning liability for defective prod
ucts; Directive 92/59/EEC on gen
eral product safety; Directive 98/6/ 
· EC on consumer protection in the 
indication of the prices of products 
offered to consumers; Directive 98/ 
27 /EC on injunctions for the pro
tection of consumers interests and 
proposal for a Directive on the sale 
of consumer goods and associated 
guarantees (COM (95) 520 final). 

14 

nition will obviously have a major positive 
impact on the job creation capacity that 
electronic commerce should bring to SMEs .. 
Enhancement of consumer protect!on 
The draft E-commerce Directive not only 
confirms that existing consumer protectilon 
legislation5, especially the Distance Selling 
Directive, applies to electronic commerce 
activities, but also constructs new provi
sions to fulfil ~he specific n_eeds , of on-line 
consumers in four essential ·areas: 
l. Control: . all EU consumers· will be able 
to benefit from the policing activities and 
the protection of the Member State where 
the company · is established· since that 
Member State is obliged to protect not' only 
consumers resident in its territory but: in 
the territory of the other· 14 Member States; . 
2. Redress: consumers will be able to use 
on-line a:lternative dispute resolution 

mechanisms; access to justice through 
electronic means and rely 'on speedy prb
ceedings; 
3. Transparency: consumers \\-ill be able 
to exercise an informed choice by clearly 
identifying the country of origin of the 
service provider, the moment of conclu- , 
' I 

sion of the on-line contract and the address 
where complaints may be directed; 
4. Self-regulation: the draft E-commerce 
Directive builds upon different adopted 
Directives to recognise the important role 
of industry in ensuring consumer trust of 1 

· e-commerce l?Y encouraging the develop
ment of codes of conduct. 

It is obvious that this Directive is the 
solution to the present uncertainties of 
buying and selling on the Internet ex
pressed by both. the consumers and busi
nesses: the Directive not only confirms that . 
Electronic Commerce by its intrinsic n~ture 
is the best illustration of how the Single 
Market can function in practical terms but 
it also reassures Internet users/ consumers . 
that they can rely on the present EU con
sumer protection regulatory framework 
and 'some further- initiatives to fill in the gap 

1 

of the 'virtual' environment. 
However, it is in the area of consumer 

protection where some myths · h~ve 
arisen: how can a consumer have knowl
edge of the 15 different laws of the 15 dif
ferent Member States (country of origin 
principle)? Does the E-commerce DJrec
tive want to kill the principles of country 

· of residence for mandatory rights estab
lished in the 1980 Rome Convention? Isn't 
it better to keep the present uncertain 
situation of buying on the Internet rather 
than giving the consumer the choice to 
buy in a safe environment from 15 
different Member States? 

Some research provides ~n answer to 
these myths: 
1. Consumers are · obviously not ex
pected to have the knowledge of the 15 
different laws of the 15 different Member 

\ 
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States. However, it should also be remem
bered that most individuals now travel for 
holidays and have purchasing experience 
outside their own countries; an increasing 
number also live and/ or work in other 
countries; and one of the great benefits of 
the web is that there are many public 
sources . of information on consumers' 
rights6

. What most consumers want to 
know and have the right to know is what 
their rights are in the EU in a case of con
flict. A recent Eurobarometer7 has re
vealed that 66% of EU consumers think 
that the EU could-play a role fn educating 
consumers, mainly by publishing infor
mation on consumer rights.within the EU 
(and not in their country of residence). 
Consumers also urge, according to this 
Eurobarometer, the adoption of measures 

· to ensure that every European citizen has 
an easy access to the legal system in other 
Member States (and not to the legal sys
tem of their country of residence) in case 
of consumer problems. It is therefore ap
parent that most ,consumers are aware 
that the only way they can continue to 
shop around for better prices; choice and 
quality is by.supporting the completion of 
the Single Market, which intrinsically 
m~ans to support the country of origin 
principle. . . 
2. The draft E-commerce Directive is not 
intended to undermine either the Rome or 
the Brus~els Conventions. Indeed; it is un
derstood that the draft does not even make 
any reference to these Conventions. How
ever, we believed that the draft E-commerce 
Directive, by confirming the potential of the 
country of origin principle, was sending a 

. ( 

clear message that those Conventions may · 
be somehow outdated, regardless of its ap
plicability to web 'sites, for the on-line envi
ronment. Two more elements concur when 
evaluating these Conventions: 
• First of all, when those Conve~tions 
were drafted, Europe h~d a non-existant EU 
consumer protection harmonised regula-

tory framework which may have prompted 
the drafters .to make some exceptions to the 
Single Market in order to enhance 
consumer confidence when buying_ at a 
distance. Eighteen years later, this is no 

. longer the case: the EU is clearly committed 
to take as a base in regulating the Single 
Market a high level of consumer protection. 
The cornerstone of the list of EU consumer 
protection legislation (please refer to the 
footnote for some examples) was the ~dop
tion last year of the Directive on ~ontracts 

· negoJiated 'at a distance (the Distance, 
Selling Directive) .. This Directive, as the 

6 For example, the 'COLI1'.'E net
work: http://europa.eu.int/coLine/ 
html/engtheme.htrri 

7 http://europa.eu.int/commjdg.24/li
brary/surveys/eb4 7 _pr_en.html 

What most consumers want to know and 
have the right· to know is what their rights 
are in the EU irn a case of conflict. 

recitals dearly show, has a two-fold 
objective, creating confidence for consum-
ers when buying at a distance, while at the 
same time guaranteeing a truly Single Mar- 8 Recital (3): "whereas, for co(1sum

ers, cross-border distance selling 
ket8. Moreover, · this Dfrective harmonises could be one of the main tangible 

most of the mandatory rights that the Rome results of the completion of the In-
ternal Market" 

Convention was trying to protect when Recital (4): "whereas the 'introduc-

making an exception to the country of ori- tion of new technologies is i.ncreas-

g'in, such as a right of withdrawal of 7 days ing the n:umber of ways for consum
ers to obtain information about of-

and performanc~ of the contract within 30. fers anywhere in the Community 

days. It could also be argued that the Dis- and to place orders; whereas some 
Member States· have already taken 

tance Selling Directive has precedence over different or diverging measmes to 

the Rome Conventlon: Article 20 of the Con- protect consumers in respect of dis
tance selling, which has had' a detri

. vention establishes the precedence of Com- mental effect on competition be-

munity law that lays down, in relation to tween businesses in the Internal 
Market." 

particular matters, choice of legal rules re-
lating..,t:o contractual obligations. · 
• , s~co_nq.ly, the compatibility of these 
Conventions with Community law has 
been put into question, most recently by 
the Commission Declaration on the Con
sumer Council Resolution 'the Consumer 
Dimension of the Information Society'. 
Member States, in a controversial debate, 
have called for the application of the 
Rome Convention to the Information So
ciety reg3:rdless of the advice of the Com-
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mission and the· Council's Legal Service. 
To minimise the effects of this Resolution · 
and maybe hoping that the Internal Mar
ket Coundl would react, the Commission 
has declared that it reserves its opinion on 
the application of the princip~e of the law \ 

. of the country of residence of the ·con
sumer to its next legislative proposals, for 
example in tµe case of the Information 
Society and the Audiovisual sector. 
3. To try to convince policy makers that, 
European consumers would prefer to con
tinue living with the present uncertainties 
of electronic commerce· rather than be 
faced with an universal country of origin 

. principle shows a lack of understanding of 
the Treaties and a clear underestimation of 
consumers' interests. No one can deny that 
consumers are strong advocates . of the 
completion of the Single Market' sine~ they · 
ha;ve realised the opportunities offered, es
pecially by t~e Internet, of purchasing 

The ~pplication of the country of destination 
· principle. will end the pr~sent choice that consu,riers 

are enjoying since companies, especially SMEs (the 
hard core of Europe) will be forced to sell on-line . 
only .to consumers residing in countries where the 
company is establ!shed 

, 16· 

world-wide at the best price and quality 
instead _of remaining vi~tims to national 
anti-competitive markets. T,he application 
of the country of destination principle will 
end the present choice that_ Q?nsumers are 
enjoying since companies, esp'e~ially.SMEs 
·(the hard core of Europe) will ·be forced to 
sell on-line only to ·consumers residing in 
countries where 'the company is estab
lished. 

Conclusions 
Even if the fundamental principles o( the 
· Single Market have been long established 
and agreed, both businesses and consum..: 

ers have always criticised the lure of pro
tectionism still present when it comes to 
surreptitiously raising obstacles to the free 
movement of goods and services. The 
Europea.n Commission, as the guardian of 
the Tre·aties, has accomplished an extraor
dinary feat in stamping out some national 
anti-competitive _attitudes. The. draft E
commerce Directive, which at the time of , 
writing still needs adoption by the College 
of.Commissioners, is just another legisla
tive instrument in the long list of Direc
tives which aim to create a favourable 
environment for the completion of the 
Single Market, taking a's a basis a high 
degree of consumer protection. 

Hopefully, the principle of country of, 
origin that the draft E-commerce Directive 
is defending for the benefit· of both Euro
pean businesses and consumers will be 
kept in its original form. The Commission 
should not fall into a false debate and try 
to reinvent the wheel by challenging the 
sacrosanct principles of the Internal Mar
ket just because .Member States agreed a/. 
Convention 18 years ago whose compat
ibility with Community law is under ques:.. . 
tion. Any explicit or implicit reference to 
this Convention should therefore be 
avoided in the E-commerce Directive, as 

, it yvras avoided in the Distance Selling Di
rective and most recently in the Proposal 
for a Directive on ~he Distance Marketing 
of Financial Servi€es. It would indeed be 
ironic, and confusing fo the outsider, if 
the Commission ·criticises these Conven
tions in its Declaration on tlie Consumer · 
Council Resolution, and yet, just a few 
weeks later, decides that these Comten
tions should be the basis for consumer 
contracts in the E-commerce Directive. · 

Finally, a question for reflection: why· 
has this Directive and not others (e.g. dis
tance selling of financial services) created . 
so many emotional feelings? Who is afraid 
of t_he real Internal M~rket which elec
tronic commerce promises? 
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Consumer 'protection in 
·electronic commerce. 

W
iting this article, I would like to 

. tart by emphasising that, as a 
. onsumer, I share the r~al con:-

1 cerns being expressed on my behalf and 
I would like to ensure that · my interests 
'are adequately protected when it comes 
to electronic commerce. 

This_ is also very much in the interests 
of those who are investing heavily in the 
development of the medium. Unless they 
can quickly establish consumer confi
dem::e they are unlikely to see their busi
nesses grow to their full potential. 

The issue, to my mind, is not whether 
consumers' interests s&ould be protected: 
it is how they can best be protected in the 
age of virtual shops. I have to say that l 
consider the proposal that one can just 
apply the law in the country of residence 
of the consumer to be ,simplistic and un
enforceable. 

As a consu~~r, I have three core in
terests: 
a) To receive accurate and complete 
commercial communications about prod
ucts and services I might want to buy, i.e. 
to be prote~ted from and/or have redress 
against misleading communications. 
b) . To receive products which match up 
to my expectations and which are 'fit for 

· their intended purpose', i.e. to have effec
tive . redress in the event that I am sold 
something which is no good. , 
c) To have some legal protection against 
products with hidden, and potentially 
dangerol)s, defects 

The challenge is to find a way to pro
tect these interests in the age of electronic 
commerce. A vendor may be established 
anywhere in the world: and need have no 
physical connection . wi~h the country of 
the purchaser. 

Legal process 
As soon as one is considering more than 
one legal jurisdiction the choice of the 
applicable law and the term 'legal protec-

' ' 
tion' become highly cqmplex issues. If Chris Scott-Wilson 
one considers the extreme case of a con- The Scott-Wilson 
sumer who wishes to sue a supplier there Partnership 
are three key i.ssues: 
~ The jurisdiction in which the case is to . 
be heard, i.e. where can the consumer · 
bring proceedings. My understanding is 
that, today, a consumer can sue either in 
his own Member State or in that of the 
supplier: however, in either case the proc
ess must be served on the supplier. If the 
consumer sues in his own Member State 
then he must obtain an Order permitting 
service outside the jurisdiction a.pd then 
arrange for such servic~. 
• The law to be applied in deciding the 
case. The laws regarding contracts for the 
sale of goods or services are probably 
fairly stmilar in most Member States: how
ever, there are sure to be residual differ
ences which could alter the outcome. 

Having got a Court Order, a consumer would need 

to enforce it on the supplier. To do this, his Order 

wou~ have to be recognised and enforced by the 

Courts in the Country where the supplier is to be 
· found 

• Enforce~ent . of judgement, i.e. hav
ing got a Court Order, a consumer would 
need to enforce it on the supplier. To do 

· this, his Order would have to be recog:..: 
, nised and enforced by the Courts in the 

country where the supplier is to be found. 
Legal protection at this level· has al

ways b·e~n very much the exception 
rather than the rule. Even within a single 
jurisdiction the cost and time involved is 
prohibitive in all but' the most serious 
cases. This will be even more true with 
regard to multi-jurisdictional disputes. 

Legal protection' 
The day-lo-day policing of the vast bulk 
of consumer transactions, is actually un-

17 . 
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dertaken by local enforcement (in the UK 
'Trading Stap.dards:) officers who enforce 
regulations directly on suppliers. : 

The key chatacteri~tic of this protec
tion is that the regulations apply directly 
to the supplier. In the UK, f9r instance, 
the regulations might make it a criminal 
offence to produce or sell products that 
do not conform lo prescribed standards. 

· I.find-it hard to see bow Trading Standart!s Officers 
could eff ecttvely ;,,pply different laws to the same 
supplier depending on the residency of the consumer. . 

' ' . I , 
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This procedure cannot · be easily 
adapted to deal with multiple lega} sys
tems. I atri not aware of any European 
Convention for the recognition or en
forcement by one country of another ' 
country's criminal laws. · Moreover, I find 
it hard to see how Trading Standards 
Officers could effectively apply different 
laws to the same supplier depending on 
the residency of t!:ie consumer. 

If this system is to be able to deal with 
a· huge number of multHurisdictional is
sues it w.ould require there to be a very 
much higher degree of harmonisation of 
standards than we have at present. 

Practical redress 
The fact is that while these legal systems 
are absolutely necessary: the greatest ben
efit to consumers c9mes from the fact that 
the majority of suppliers are 'law abiding' 
and willingly give effect to, or~urpass, the 
law. Modern businesses 'Yould,generally 
see this not only as a duty to · obey the 
law: but also as a necessary element ~f 
their customer relations. .._ 

Production in accordance with safety 
standards; honest and effective commer
, cial communication; and effective volun

. tary redress (e.g. replacement or money 
back s,chemes) cover most of the day-to
day issues which arise. 

Policing by Trading Standards or ac
tion ·through the Courts are fall-back op-
tions: there to catch the cheats. , ' 

, ' . 

Conc1·uding remarks 
I do not pretend to have an e.asy solution 
to the problem of consumer protection in 
electronic commerce: perhaps the only 
short-term conclusion is that no one else . 
seems to have one either. The reality is 
much more complex .that the politics. 

In the final ·ana.lysis, the people who 
have most to gain from establishing con
sumer confidence .in electronic commerce 
are those in the industry. Consum~rs can 
always walk away: the industry needs to 
attract them. For ~his reason alone, it 
seems sensible to involve the industry in 
finding effective solutions. 

To seek to impose a simple rule such 
as· 'the law applicable in the.Member State 
of the consumer' may have short-term 
political appeal. However, . such a \rule 
would be unworkable by law abiding 
suppliers and unenforc~able by the au
thorities. Moreover, in s_eeking to enforce 
it we can anticipate a regulatory morass 
which would effectively bury electror:i,ic 
commerce for goqd. 
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The draft E-commerce Directive 
good newsJor SMEs and consumer choice 

·o· n the 18th of November 1998 the 
European Commission adopted a 
draft Directive on electronic' com

merce. The object of the Directive is to 
guarantee the basic principles of the Inter
nal Market' in information society services 

, whilst at the same time offering a high level 
of consume~ protection. 

The Directive incorporates the funda
mental pillars of the Internal Mar}<:et: coun
try .of origin control and mutual recognition. 
These principles have been reaffirmed by 
the European Court of Justice ('ECJ') in a 
number · of cases on free movement of 
goods and services beginning with the land
mark ·cassis de Dijon case. 

The Directive will mean that informa-
. tion society businesses will only have to 
deal with one law rather than potentially up 
to 15 different laws throughout the Member 
States of the EU. This will encourage the 
development of European hi-tech SMEs 
which would not normally be able to ex
pand throughout the EU because of the cost 
of conducting legal surveys and· a,ttempting 
to comply with up to 15 different sets-of 
_regulations. This is because the' concept of 
mutual recognition obliges each EU Mem
ber State to accept that the laws of other 

. Member States provide an equivalent level 
of protection to its national law even if the 
laws are different or less restrictive. 

Mutual recognition -is an established 
and uncontroversial principle which is con
stantly applied in a multitude of sectors (e.g. 
the New Approach Directives on technical 
standards which apply to products includ
ing toy safety and low voltage). Despite this, 
consumer,groups have attacked this aspect _ 
of the Directive. It seems surprising, if not 

I 

perverse, that a concept which is uncontro-
versial when applied on a daily basis to 
product safety should become so when ·ap
plied to the marketing of electronic services. 

The Commission has chosen to use the 
principles of the country of origm and mutual 
recognition rather than full harmonisation as 

the basis for the Directive because it recog
nises Member States operate a number of dif
f er~nt sets of rules reg~rdipg marketing 
promotions and commercial communications 
which are impossible to harmonise without 
killing off the electronic commerce sector in 
its il)fancy. As a case in point, under the un
fair competition laws of several Member States 
(e.g. Germany) it is forbidden to offer three 
for the price of two discounts or loyalty bo
nuses. These types of restrictions.are normally 
justified on the grounds of consumer protec
tion. However, they are frequently character
ised as restrictions on the freedom to trade 
which do nothing more than protect ineffi-

. dent economic actors from fair competition. 
These laws have also been criticised as being 
damaging to consumers.' interests as the · re
striction on the use of competitive tools' such 
as promotions keeps prices at an artificially 
high level by dise<;>uraging new market en- _ 
trants. This has been recognised by the Com
mission and it is taking a 169 complaint 
a~ainst Germany for restricting the free move
ment of goods and services by imposing a 
b':1-n on loyalty bonuses. 

The decision to base the Directive op. 
the principles of mutual recogr:iition and 
country of origin will also help to overcorrte 

"'the setback suffered by the Internal Markiet 
when the EC] delivered its ruling in the 
Keck case. Here it was stated that restric-

Mike Pullen 
lawyer 
Dibb Lupton Alsop 
Brussels 

Mutuai 
recognition is an 
established and 
uncontroversial 
principle which is 

constantly applied 

in a multitude of · 
tions on commercial communications sectors. 
which applied equally to both imported and 
domestic products, and did not discriminate 
in law or infact against traders, fell outside 
the scope of Article 30 of the Treaty. This 
judgement' has been used as a legal justifi-
cation for t~e-failure by the Commission to 
· pursue infringemei;it proceedings in respect 
of national laws that restrict the free move
ment qf services. This is despite the fact that 
the ECJ h~s consistently refused to apply 
this principle to services under Article 59 · 
(see Bosman, Alpine and de Agostini): 

The ECJ's refusal to apply the Keck doc
trine to the free movement of services is · 

19 
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The mrective is a 
major step 
forward in 
increasing 
Europe's 
competitiveness in 
this rapidly 
developing ~area 
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hardly surprising. The restrictions which the 
ECJ stated fall outside the scope of Article 
30 in the Keck judgement are secondary re
strictions in .so far as the free movement of 
goods is concerned, i.e. goods can: still en
ter the market even though they cannot "be 
marketed effectively. However, if this con
cept were to be applied to the free move
ment of services, it vyould constitute a 
primary barrier to free movement because 
services would not be allowed to cross bor
ders. This would have the effect of frag~ 
meriting the Internal M3:rket and distorting 
trade flows. 

The Directive is a major step forward in 
inc~easing Europe's competitivenes~ in this 
rapidly developing area. It will allow a great 
deal of consumer choice. For example, a 
consumer in Member State A who is not 
able to ta~e ·advantage of a three for the 
price of two offer 'through normal retailing 
channels in that State due to the existence 
of the unfair compethion law may dial up a 
web site in Membe~ State B and receive 
such an 9ffer as the web site established in 
Member State B will not be subject to the 
restrictions in Member State A. 

Also, · the consufuers wiil continue to 
enjoy a high level of protection as the Di
rective does not affect. the provisions of 
other Jegi~lation such as the Distance Sell
ing Directive, the Unfair Contract Terms Di:
rective and · the Products Liability Directive 

I 

which impose an approximated set of rules 
for consumer protection across the EU. · · 

Consumers will also retain their right to 
sue suppliers in their country .pf residence 
under the provisions of the Brussels ·Con
vention. Furthermore, contracts concluded 
between suppliers and consumers· who are 
living in different Member States cannot be 
used to take away the rights which a con
sumer would enjoy in _his country of i;esi- · 
dence, which are protected under the terms 
of the Rome Convention. 

The Directive also allows Member 
States to derogate f,rom its provisions on a 

case by case basis to impose restrictions on . 
information society services supplied from 
another Member State if 11ecessary to pro-
tect public interest on~the grounds of pro
tection of minOrs, fights against racial 
hatred, sexual/racial discrimination, public 
health or security and consumer protection. 
However, such restrictions would need to 
be proport~onate to their stated objective. 
Moreover, it introduces the important caveat 
that the restrictions can only be imposed 
after the Member State where the service 
provider is established has been asked to 
take ·adequate measures and failed to do so 

. ·and the intention to impose restrictions has 
been notified in advance to the Commission 
and to the Membe·r State where the service 
provider is established. 

As stated above the Directive has been 
strongly criticised by consumer groups. In 
the author's view this criticism is based on 
a misunderstanding of the law. The con
sumer groups' view that the adoption of the 

· Directive will have a negative effect on the 
present EU consumer protection legislation 
is mistaken. The fact is that the Directive 
actually strengthens EU consumer protec
tion law by requiring, inter alia, transpar
ency of commercial communications and 
increased co-operation between regu~ators. 
Therefore, the author finds it surprising that 
the consumer groups are taking su,ch a 
negative view of a Directive which has 
many benefits for consumers whilst allow
ing the growth and expansion of SM~s pro
viding information society services. 

In conclusion, the Directive strikes a bal
ance between applying a · light regulatory 
framework which will allow e-commerce to 
develop within the EU, allowing European 
businesses to compete on a level playing field 
with US businesses in information society 
services while at the same time providing for 
a high level 6f protection for consumers and 
increasing consumer choice. · 
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Reputation: at the heart 
of growth 

R
eputation, built by advertising and 
other commercial communication, 
is a key driver'of economic growth 

aqtj employment. This is .one of the find
ings of a new study commissioned by 
AIM and called Of Brands and Growth. 
The study shows how reputation and in
novation contribute to the economy as a 
whole. 

A renaissance in 
economic understanding 
The . research, conducted by London- , 
based PIMS Europe, builds on work they 
did in 1995 for the European Commission. 
In that work PIMS helped _in a review of 
competitiveness in EU industry. Their evi~ 
dence showed: 
• . innovation and intellectual property 
· are key determinants of growth both for 
individual businesses and for the economy 
• investment in intangible assets such 
as reputation, quality and innovation an~ 
more effective as creators of growth and 
jobs than investment in fixed (tangible) 
assets. 

These conclusions drew on inde""' 
pendent sources. The PIMS database, de
veloped at Harvard Business School . and 
sustained by contributing companies, 
tracks m·arket and .financial data at the 
level where competition actually takes 
pl~ce - in individual businesses. It goes 
behind published company data and 
benchmarks business units with specific 
products and services, customers and 
competitors. 

Brands give reassurance 
The new study extends the 1995 research 
to look at 200 fast movirig consumer busi
nesses, to test how the principles apply to 
the brand investment in them. It focuses 
on the sort of brands which are bought · 
every day in supermarkets and other 
shops, and which rely on ma'rketing in
vestment, such as advertising, to sustain 

the brand. Philip Sheppard, 
' Branding benefits the way markets Branding & Marketing 

work. A brand enables producers to bring Manager 
new products to market with a good AIM - the European 
chance that consumers will try them. Brands Association 
Branding thus provides access to market 
for new ideas. A brand helps consumers 
choose value they can trust. This is be-
cause brands have reputation. And that 
good reputation gives consumers the re-
assurance they need to try· something 
new. 

Without a minimum number (a criti
cal mass) of consumers to try a new 
product, it will fail and the prodµcer will 

1 
, 

lose the substantial investment made in 
bringing that ip.novation to market. The 
producer must communicate with the 
consumer and . that is the role of 

. commercial communication. 

Implications for commercial 
communication Of Brands and Growth is available 

For brands the.re is a natural link from the from: 
AIM - the European Brands Asso-

intangibles of reputation, value and inno
vatiob., to growth and jobs. And that link 
is sustain~d by investment in what sus
tains those intangibles. It is investment in 
commercial ·communication that sustains 
reputation. 

There is thus a direct link · from com
mercial communication through reputa
tion and innovation to economic growth 
and jobs. Restrictions on any of these fac
tors, such as restrictions on the ability_ of 
· producers to communicate with consum
ers, max_ reduce their ability to bring new 
products to market, and this harms growth. 
Commercial communication to build repu-

. tation is particularly important for smaller 
firms challenging market leaders. 

R~putation is also boosted by good 
service to channels of.distribution. Invest
ing in a brand isn't just about advertising 
to consumers, it also requires building re
lationships with immediate customers, the 
retailers. 

ciation, 
9 avenue des Gaulois, 
B-1040 ' 
Brussels 
Belgium 
Tel +322 736 0305, 
fax +322 734 6702, 
brand@aim.be 

PIMS stands for Profit Impact of 
Market Strategy. The report's author, 
Tony Clayton, can be contacted at: 
PIMS Europe Ltd, 
15 Basinghall Street, 
London EC2V 5BR 
UK 
Tel +44 171 776 2800, 
tc@pims-europe.com 

AIM is the European Brands Asso
ciation. It represents the branded 
goods industries at Eu~opean level 
on key issues which affect the abil
ity of brand manufacturers to design, 
to market, to distribute and to sell 
their brands. 
AIM's membership comprises 50 
corporate members and 19 European 
national associations grouping 1600 
companies most of which are active 
in the fast moving consumer goods 
industry. 
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Brands and innovation -
together forever 

The study shows that branded businesses 
bring more new products to market. Com
paring businesses that invest iri advertis
ing and promotion for their . brands with 
those that do not, we find more than a 2 
to · 1 difference in new product content of 
sales mix. ' Sixty percent of business,es that 

' support brands by advertising and pro
motion have significant new products in 
their offer to the .market. For those that 
don't the figure is under 30percent. 

So branded businesses, that is those businesses 
/ : . . 

which especially rely on commercial <:ommunication 
to succeed, innovate more, and· they add more value 

' ~ 

from innovation. Other evidence .shows the strong 
, links-l(,etween innovation and market growth, . and 
that i11:novative firtnS ~n growing_markets are the big 
providers of new jobs. 
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In addition the study shows that 
branded businesses make more out of in.., 
novation. 

Looking at all PIMS pusiness perform
ance - across all types, geographies and 
sectors - there is a healthy positive corre
lation between the amount spent on R&D 
and the value ,added created. On average, 
in the ec0nomy, an extra Euro spent on · 
R&D in businesses helps generate 1.3 
Euros of additional value .. a~ded. 

But for brands the ill).p~ct of R&D 
doubles. For each additionaLEuro spent 
on R&D here, there is 2.5 Euros extra in · 
value added. This evidence_ shows that 
branding helps business~s turn R&D into 
valu~. · 

So branded lmsinesses, that is those 
businesses which especially rely on com
mercial communication to succeed, inno
vate more, . and they add more value from 

innovation. other evidence shows the 
strong links between· innovation and mar
ket growth; and rhat innovative firms in 
growing markets are the big providers of 
new jobs. 

A virtuous cfrcle., 
Putting commercial C(i)mmunication, con
sumer benefits and innovatior together 
gives us the dynamic that leads to . sus
tained gn;>~h. 

Consumers are informed about ben
efits by commercial communication: this 
enhances reputation and leads to more 
innovation and e~onomic growth. 

A_ Single Market in marketing 
Branding helps producers to innovate 
and consumers to choose. The economic 
case for brnnds stands up: the import~nce 
of commercial communication in promot
ing innovation and growth is proved by 
this study. ' 

EU policy makers have increased ef.:. 
forts to make the Single Market in commer-· 
cial communication a reality. European 
firms suffer the . disadvantage that while 
they can move products around the Single 
Market, the marketing_ to support them is 
still seriously limited by national regula-

. tions. 
American companies - in addition to 

their advantage of a · single language for 
their domestic market - suffer fewer re-: 
straints on marketin'g , and the use of 
brands. This helps to explain why U_S 
businesses have historically been better 
able to-capitalise on quality advantages in 
their markets and been more innovative. 

a ' ; 

Europe needs more than a Single Market 
in physical products to compete on .equal 
terms. We need a Single Market in market
ing. 
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·Commercial 
communications 
.-aWFAview 

It is extraordinary that the 'commercial 
· communication ·process' is actually 

underway. It has taken a long time to 
get to this point. But here we are, actively 
engaged in discussing the compatibility of ,. 
national legislation on price discounts 
with Europe~n law and where it is not, 
considering what action to take. 
- · It is a remarkable achievement and a 
very considerable credit to the Commis
sion to have the courage not only to rec
ommend but to follow through on a 'back 
to basics' approach. After more than ten 
years of relentless Single Market harmoni
sation, it is, in a. way, revolutionary to 
stop, think and decide to measure what 
already exists against the provisions and 
principles of the Treaty. 

We, as advertisers, are very glad that 
this rational -framework has been 
adopted. For the first time, commercial 
communication has been ,recognised as a 
sector 9n its own. Moreover, the 
Commission has recognised that it is a · 
sector which, like any other, must be 
allowed free moveme'nt acros,s the EU, 
and

1 

to which the principles of country of 
origin and mutual recognition must apply. 
Indeed, commercial communication is so 
essential to the ability to move goods and 
services around the· EU that it is obvious 
barriers in this sector can only mean 
barriers to free movement in all other 
sectors. 

Clearly, there are different national · 
sensitivities ahd ways of doing things 
which have to be taken into account. 
Equally clearly, they sometimes form a 
part of the barriers to free movement in 
this sector and are therefore · part of the
cause of the current initiative. They must 
be tested for compatibility with EU law. 

We are disappointed that the system 
has few teeth. National governments have 
a tendency to allow themselves to be dis
tracted, particularly· if the problems they 
face are uncomfortable. However, we be-:- · 

lieve strongly that it is absolutely in the_ 
in-terests of consumers and business that 
Tre~ty· provisions apply to ~his field, as to 
all others. For our part, we therefore guar
antee Member States that we will work as 
hard and fo~ as long as necessary to en
sure· that national regulation touching this 

· sector is .compatible with the Treaty and 
that Single Market principles are applied. 

The first topi~ is price discounts. It is 
the first opportunity for Member States 
and the Commission to demonstrate their 
commitment to applying the process rig
orously. If national regulation is found 
wanting, we shall make every effort t0 
ensure that the Member States in question 
rectify the problems as swiftly as possible. 

There should be no underestimating. 
the size ·of the task that the Expert Group 
and th~ Commission has taken on. It-is an 
extremely tall order to make expeditions, 
however well organised, info the forest of 
national regulation in this field where 
there are literally thousands of measures 
touching on different aspects of commer
cial communication. It will take a very 
long time before order is restored to this 
field. 

It is terribly important that the Expert 
Group works well. and effectively, particu
larly at this early stage in its development. 
The proportionality assessment methodol
ogy and the Expert Group wei;e estab
lished specifically to inject objectivity into 
an area that can be politically difficult. To 
retain the credibility and the effectiveness 
of the_ new system, I strongly believe that 
it woµld be a mistake to allow the agenda 
of the E~pert · Group to be hijacked by the 
whim of the day. As it finds its feet, the 
Expert Group niust stick remorselessly to 
theJob in hand and tackle its task methodi
cally item by item. We will do everything 
we can to help them and to rally the indus-

. try to support their efforts. We therefore 
look forward to a solution to the Single 
. Market in price discounts by December! ., · 

Stephan Loerke 
EU Affairs 
The World Federation of 
Advertisers (WFA) 

For the first time, 
comfflercial 
communication 
has been 
recognised as a 
sector on its own. 
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National contact points for 
commercial communications 
The European Commission Contact Point emphasises that national contact points should not be regarded as sources of specific legal advice. 

· Austria 
Dr Maria REIFFENSTEIN 
Bundeskanzleramt 
Bundeskanzleramt Abt VII/ A/ 4, 
A-1011 Wien 
Tel: +431-711 72 - 47 54 
Fax: +431-715 58 31 
Mrs. Kristina FLEISCHER 
Bundest;ninisterium f. Wirtschaftliche 
Angelegenheiten 
Abt I/A/4 
Stubenring f 
A-1010 Wien , 
Tel: +431-71100 - 21 03 
Fax: +431-71100 - 57 76 
kristina.fleischer@bmwa.bm.wa.gv.at 

Belgium 
Mr Fr~deric BAEYENS 
Ministere belge des Affaires 
economiques, 
Administration de la Politique 
commerciale , 
Bureau 6.044 North Gate III, 
154 Bld Emile Jacqniain, · 
1 OOO Bruxelles 
Tel: +32-2-206 50 14 
Fax: +32-2:-206 57 63 

Denmark 
The authority is 'the contact pointThe 
National Consumer Agency of 
Denmark · 
Amagerfaelledvej 56, 
2300 Copenhagen S 
Tel: +45-31 57 01 00 
Fax: +45-32 96 02 32 
www.fs.dk 

Finland 
Mr Eero MANTERE 
Ministry of Trade and Industry 
P.O. BOX ·230, 
00171 Helsinki 
Tel: +358-9-160 36 57 
Fax: +358-9-160 40 22 
eero.mantere@k.tm. vn.fi 

France 
Mr Luc ROCHARD 
Ministere de .l'Economie des Finances 
et de l'Industrie 
139, rue de Berey 
75572 PARIS. CEDEX 12 
Tel: +33-1-44 97 3179 
Fax: +33-1-44 97 30 43 
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Germany 
The authority is the contact pofnt 
Bundesministerium fur Wirtschaft, 
Referat II B 4 1 

Heilsbachstrasse 16, 
D-53123 Bonn 
Tel: +49-228-615 46 20 
Fax: +49-228-615 48 76 
Bundesministerium der Justiz, 
Referat 'm B 5 · 
D-53170 Bonn 
Tel: +49-228-58 43 25 
Fax: +49-228-58 45 25 

Greece 
Dimitra KYRIAKOPOULOU 
Ministry of Development 
General · Secretariat for Consumers 
Kaningos Square . 
GR-101 81 Athens 
Tel: +301 38 21 68 
Fax: +301 38 42 642 

Ireland . / . 

Mr ~11chael CLARKE 
Department of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment 
Consumer Protection Brapch 
South ·Frederick St., 
Dublin 2 
Tel: +353-1-6614444/ 2606 
Fax: +353-1-671 7457 , 
clarkem@enterpp.irlgov.ie' 

Italy . 
Dr Francesco LOMBRASSA 
Presidenza Consiglio Ministri 
Via del Giardino 66 
00186 Rom.a-
Tel: +396-6779 5221 
Fax: +396-699 1635 

Luxembourg · 
Mrs Bernadette FRIEDERICI-CARABIN 
Ministere des -Classes Moyennes et du .·' Tourisme '\ 
6, avenue Emile Reuter, 
L-242_0 LUXEMBOURG 
Tel: +352-47847 13/14 . 
Fax: +352-47847 40 

\ 

Netherlands 
Ms. Mariette KOBUS 
Ministry, of Economic Affairs 
P.O.box 20101 
2500 EC The Hague 
Tel: +31-70-3796207 
Fax: +31-70-3797014 
M.Kobus@minez.nl 

Portugal 
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